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Abstra t

We show that the four states a |00i + b |11i, b |00i − a |11i, c |01i + d |10i and d |01i − c |10i
annot be dis riminated with ertainty if only lo al operations and lassi al ommuni ation
(LOCC) are allowed and if only a single opy is provided, ex ept in the ase when they are
simply |00i, |11i, |01i and |10i (in whi h ase they are trivially distinguishable with LOCC).
We go on to show that there exists a ontinuous range of values of a, b, c and d su h that
even three states among the above four are not lo ally distinguishable, if only a single opy
is provided. The proof follows from the fa t that logarithmi negativity is an upper bound of
distillable entanglement.

Entanglement [1℄ has always been a storehouse of surprises. It has been the vehi le in demonstration of several paradoxes [2, 3, 4, 5℄. However in the past few years, entanglement has been found
to be useful in information pro essing and ommuni ation between possibly distant parties whi h
a priori share an entangled state [6℄. Examples in lude quantum ryptography [7℄, dense oding
[8℄, quantum teleportation [9℄, enhan ed ommuni ation [10℄. As the fo us is on what an and
annot be implemented between separated parties when they a priori share some entangled state,
greater attention is being given on what an and annot be done with entangled states, when we
a t lo ally on them. For example, it has re ently been shown that given a single opy from a
set of any two multipartite orthogonal pure states, it is always possible to distinguish between
them even if one is a ting only lo ally [11℄. It is therefore natural to probe the question of lo al
distinguishability of a set ontaining more than two orthogonal (in general, entangled) states. Our
attempt in this paper is to investigate the question of lo al indistinguishability of bipartite (2 ⊗ 2)
states whi h is a re ent interest in understanding entanglement [11, 12, 13, 14℄.
In general, more than two orthogonal states annot be dis riminated. For example, any three of
the four Bell states
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(1)

annot be deterministi ally dis riminated by using lo al operations and lassi al ommuni ation
(LOCC) when only a single opy is provided [14℄. However the problem of dis rimination of an
arbitrary set of three or four orthogonal (in general, entangled) states in 2 ⊗ 2 seems to be quite
formidable.
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In this paper we probe the question of lo al distinguishability of the following set of four (orthogonal) states:
|A1 i
|A2 i
|A3 i
|A4 i

=
=
=
=

a |00i + b |11i,
b |00i − a |11i,
c |01i + d |10i,
d |01i − c |10i

(2)

We show that these four states annot be dis riminated deterministi ally by using LOCC when
only a single opy is provided, ex ept when the |Ai i's are just |00i, |11i, |01i and |10i (in whi h
ase they are trivially distinguishable with LOCC) [15℄. We are therefore fa ed with the question
as to whether any three among the above four states in (2) are lo ally distinguishable. We show
that for a ertain ontinuous range of values of a, b, c and d, even three of the above four states in
(2) annot be deterministi ally dis riminated if only LOCC are allowed and if only a single opy
is provided. However this ontinuous range of values of a, b, c and d do not in lude values to
reprodu e the set of four Bell states from the set of |Ai i's and hen e our results do not reprodu e
the result obtained in [14℄. Without loosing any generality, we assume here that |a| ≥ |b| and
|c| ≥ |d|.

We rst prove that the four states {|Ai i} in (2) annot be dis riminated with ertainty if only
LOCC are allowed and if only a single opy is provided, ex ept when the |Ai i's are |00i, |11i, |01i
and |10i. To prove it, we exploit a property of a fun tion alled logarithmi negativity (EN (ρ))
[16℄ of the state parameters of a bipartite state ρ. It is dened as EN (ρ) ≡ log2 ρTA 1 for a
state ρAB of two parties A and B. The tra e norm of a square matrix σ is denoted by kσk1 , and
dened as kσk1 ≡ Tr[(σ† σ)1/2 ]. And here ρTA is the partial transpose [17℄ of ρAB with respe t
to the part A of the bipartite state ρAB . It turns out that we an express EN (ρ) as EN (ρ) =
log2 (1 + 2N (ρ)), where N (ρ) is the absolute value of the sum of the negative eigenvalues of ρTA .
The property of logarithmi negativity that we use here is that it is an upper bound of distillable
entanglement [16℄. This property has re ently been used in demonstration of irreversibility in
asymptoti manipulations of entanglement [18℄.

Consider the following state shared between Ali e (A), Bob (B), Charu (C) and Debu (D), with
all four at distant lo ations:
4

ρ=

1X
P [|Ai iAB |Bi iCD ]
4 i=1

Here the |Ai i's are given by equation (2) and |Bi i's are given by equation (1) [19℄. Suppose that
it is possible to distinguish the four states {|Ai i} with ertainty even if only LOCC are allowed
and only a single opy is provided. Then it immediately follows from the stru ture of the shared
state ρ that Ali e and Bob (without meeting) would be able to help Charu and Debu to share a
Bell state with ertainty.
This means that the distillable entanglement of ρ, in the AC:BD ut, is at least 1 ebit.
Now the logarithmi negativity EN (ρ) ≡ log2 ρTAC

1

of the state ρ, in the AC:BD ut, is



2
2
log2 |a| + |c| ,

whi h is stri tly less than unity, ex ept when the |Ai i's are |00i, |11i, |01i and |10i [20℄.

However, EN (ρ) is an upper bound of distillable entanglement [16℄. This implies that the distillable
entanglement of the state ρ in the AC:BD ut must be stri tly less than 1 ebit. But as we
have already stated, the assumption of lo al distinguishability of the |Ai i's for es the distillable
entanglement of ρ in the AC:BD ut to be at least 1 ebit. This is a ontradi tion. Thus our
assumption on the lo al distinguishability of the |Ai i's is proved to be wrong. In other words,
we have proved that the four (orthogonal) states {|Ai i} annot be distinguished lo ally, with
ertainty, if only a single opy is provided (ex ept in the trivial ase when the states are |00i, |11i,
|01i and |10i).
2

We now go on to prove that there exists a ertain ontinuous range of values of a, b, c and d,
for whi h three of the four states from the set {|Ai i} in equation (2) annot be deterministi ally
dis riminated if only LOCC are allowed and if only a single opy is provided.
Consider the following state shared between Ali e, Bob, Charu and Debu, with all four at distant
lo ations:
3

η=

1X
P [|Ai iAB |Bi iCD ]
3 i=1

|Ai i's are given by equation (2) and |Bi i's are given by equation (1) [21℄. Again we suppose that
it is possible to lo ally distinguish with ertainty, the three states a |00i + b |11i, b |00i − a |11i
and c |01i + d |10i, even if only a single opy is provided. And again, as earlier, it implies that the
distillable entanglement of the state η (in the AC:BD ut) is more than or equal to 1 ebit.

The logarithmi negativity [16℄ of η, in the AC:BD ut is


 q
q
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2
2
2
2
log2
1 + 16 |ab| − 4 |cd| + 2 1 − 4 |ab| + |cd| + 1 .
3

There would again arise a ontradi tion, if this expression is stri tly less than unity.
This implies that whenever we have
2

(3)

2

4 |ab| − |cd| > 3/4,

the states a |00i + b |11i, b |00i − a |11i and c |01i + d |10i would be lo ally indistinguishable with
ertainty, if only a single opy is provided. It is obvious from the expression on the left hand side
of (3), that the ondition would not hange if c |01i + d |10i is repla ed by d |01i − c |10i. And the
ondition would hange to
4 |cd|2 − |ab|2 > 3/4,
(4)
if we investigate the lo al indistinguishability of c |01i + d |10i, d |01i − c |10i and any one of
a |00i + b |11i and b |00i − a |11i.

It is interesting to note that none of these inequalities satisfy the values of a, b, c, d su h that the
Bell states an be obtained from the |Ai i's. Therefore the result that any three Bell states annot
be dis riminated with ertainty if only LOCC are allowed and if only a single opy is provided
[14℄, is not reprodu ed by the results of this paper. This fa t is quite plausible, be ause we have
onsidered logarithmi negativity [16℄ as an upper bound of distillable entanglement, while in ref.
[14℄, relative entropy of entanglement [22℄ was taken as an upper bound of distillable entanglement
[23℄.
It is interesting to onsider the following ases:

√

√

From (3), it follows that the three states (1/ 2) (|00i + |11i), (1/ 2) (|00i − |11i)
and c |01i + d |10i (or d |01i − c |10i) are lo ally indistinguishable with ertainty if only a single
opy is provided, for all values of c and d ex ept when |cd| = 1/2.
Case (1.1.a)

In parti ular, the states √12 (|00i + |11i), √12 (|00i − |11i) and |01i (or |10i) are lo ally indistinguishable with ertainty if only a single opy is provided.
√

√

It was shown in [14℄ that the three states (1/ 2) (|00i + |11i), (1/ 2) (|00i − |11i)
and c |01i + d |10i (or d |01i − c |10i) are lo ally indistinguishable with ertainty if only a single
opy is provided, for all values of c and d when |cd| = 1/2 [24℄.
Case (1.1.b)

Combining the ases (1.1.a) and (1.1.b), we have the following result:
√

√

The three states (1/ 2) (|00i + |11i), (1/ 2) (|00i − |11i) and c |01i + d |10i (or
d |01i − c |10i) are lo ally indistinguishable with ertainty if only a single opy is provided, for
all values of c and d.
Case (1.1)

3

Similarly we have the following ase, whi h follows from equation (4) and ref. [14℄:
√

√

Case (1.2) The three states (1/ 2) (|01i + |10i), (1/ 2) (|01i − |10i) and a |00i+b |11i (or b |00i−

a |11i) are lo ally indistinguishable with ertainty if only a single opy is provided, for all values
of a and b [24℄.

On the other hand, one an see that

√

√

√

√

√

√

Case (2.1.a) the three states a |00i+b |11i, b |00i−a |11i and (1/ 2) (|01i + |10i) (or (1/ 2) (|01i −

|10i)) are (trivially) distinguishable with ertainty by LOCC if ab = 0 even in the single opy ase.

And (as in ref. [14℄) one an show that

Case (2.1.b) the three states a |00i+b |11i, b |00i−a |11i and (1/ 2) (|01i + |10i) (or (1/ 2) (|01i −

|10i)) are indistinguishable with ertainty by LOCC if |ab| = 1/2, in the single opy ase.

Similarly we have the following ases:

Case(2.2.a) The three states c |01i+d |10i, d |01i−c |10i and (1/ 2) (|00i + |11i) (or (1/ 2) (|00i −

|11i)) are (trivially) distinguishable with ertainty by LOCC if cd = 0 even in the single opy ase.
√
√
Case(2.2.b) The three states c |01i+d |10i, d |01i−c |10i and (1/ 2) (|00i + |11i) (or (1/ 2) (|00i −
|11i)) are indistinguishable with ertainty by LOCC if |cd| = 1/2, in the single opy ase.

However the lo al distinguishability√(with ertainty and in√the single opy ase) of the states
a |00i + b |11i, b |00i − a |11i and (1/ 2) (|01i + |10i) (or (1/ 2) (|01i − |10i)) is still in on lusive
for all values of a and b ex ept in the ases
√ when ab = 0 or |ab| =√1/2. And similar is the situation
for c |01i + d |10i, d |01i − c |10i and (1/ 2) (|00i + |11i) (or (1/ 2) (|00i − |11i)) for all values of
c and d ex ept when cd = 0 or |cd| = 1/2.

In on lusion, we have shown that the four states a |00i + b |11i, b |00i − a |11i, c |01i + d |10i
and d |01i − c |10i annot be distinguished with ertainty if only lo al operations and lassi al
ommuni ation are allowed and if only a single opy is provided, ex ept when they are simply
|00i, |11i, |01i and |10i (in whi h ase they are trivially distinguishable with LOCC). We went on
to show that there exists a ontinuous range of values of a, b, c, d for whi h even three of the above
four states are not lo ally distinguishable with ertainty if only a single opy is provided. Pre isely,
a |00i + b |11i, b |00i − a |11i and c |01i + d |10i (or d |01i − c |10i) are not lo ally distinguishable
with ertainty, if only a single opy is provided, when 4 |ab|2 − |cd|2 > 3/4.

Let us add here that the relative entropy of entanglement [22℄ ER (η), of η = 31 3i=1 P [|Ai iAB |Bi iCD ]
in the AC:BD ut, is 2 − log2 3 < 0.42 [25℄, for |Ai i = |Bi i, with |Bi i's being any three Bell
states. But relative entropy of entanglement satises a strong ontinuity ondition [26℄. And if
|A1 i = a |00i + b |11i, |A2 i = b|00i − a |11i and 
|A3 i = c |01i + d |10i, then the |Ai i's would be the
1
1
1
1
√
√
√
√
Bell states for (a, b, c, d) =
, 2 , 2 , 2 , whi h is a boundary point of the set of points
2
2
2
represented by 4 |ab| − |cd| ≤ 3/4. This implies, via the ontinuity of ER , that ER (η) < 1 would
hold at least for some ontinuous subset of the region 4 |ab|2 − |cd|2 ≤ 3/4. And the fa t that
relative entropy of entanglement is an upper bound of distillable entanglement [23℄ would result
in the orresponding |Ai i's being lo ally indistinguishable (for a single opy) by the methodology used in this paper. However, the value of ER (η) is not omputable at present for values of
(a, b, c, d) lying the relevant range [25℄. It is probably true that lo al indistinguishability with
ertainty holds even when 4 |ab|2 − |cd|2 ≤ 3/4 (leaving out the trivial ase of |00i, |11i and |01i
(or |10i)). But that would ne essiate the onsideration of a dierent upper bound of distillable
entanglement, or a dierent method than is followed here.
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